DementiAbility
Certification Guidelines for Long-term Care Homes/Home Areas

A prepared
environment . .
.
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DementiAbility’s multi-disciplinary
approach to care requires the support of
the full organization, the team (including
all departments) and the individual (staff,
families, friends and volunteers). The
goal is to create environments that look,
feel and smell like home with things to do
that add meaning, purpose, human
connection and joy to each day.

The Focus in on
the Person
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This is a person-centred approach to
care. The WOW Model provides the
framework for discovering important
details about a person – past and
present. Facts plus observations provide
the formula for making decisions about
“What to do”. An understanding of the
connection between brain and behaviour
is key.

The organization and
the team work
together
The goal is to create environments
where people want to live, work and
visit.
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Creating enabled environments that set each person up for
success with the goal of enriching lives through enhancing
function and engaging individuals in life. Abilities are EXPOSED!

Certification
Guidelines for

• An entire long-term care home
•

Changing
practice – one
step at a time!

Guidelines for

One home area of a long-term care
home
Certify your whole home or one home area!
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The DementiAbility Methods focus on creating the look, feel and smells of home. Each person is set up for success and has
opportunities to feel connected to others, live as independently as possible, have opportunities to be engaged in all aspects of life.

DementiAbility
Exposing Abilities!
Living with meaning and purpose.
The Team

o Who will be part of the team for:
Environment
§ Wayfinding
§ Themed areas
§ Other
Activities
§ Who will create?
§ Who will fundraise for the items needed?
§ Who will create a list of activities to go out each day?
§ Who will put the items out?
WOW
§ Who will talk to management about using the WOW Model? Will
there be a pilot area for testing this out?
§ How will the WOW be put into action?
§ Identify 2-4 people and fill in a WOW model for each. Who will they
be? How will you share the information with the team?

Identify who is on your team.

Please provide the following
information when submitting your
Certification Report.

Name:
Organization:
Address:
Email Address:
Phone:
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Assess each area of your home.
Fill in one page for each area of the home.
•

Take a photo of each of the items/places listed in the table to the right.
o Evaluate whether the item listed (location or other) creates the
look, feel and/or smell of home and/or supports memory, function,
independence and/or the goal of providing meaning, purpose,
belonging and joy.
o Take a photo of each area. For those areas that you will improve,
take a “before” photo and an “after” photo. Provide a brief
description of what you did to create the change.

•

Describe how the staff work together to ensure residents are engaged in:
o Activities
o Roles/tasks
o Tasks of daily life

•

Provide photos of changes implemented in all aspects of creating a
prepared environment (with residents and staff working together to meet
the needs of individuals).

The DementiAbility Philosophy of Care includes the look, smell and feel of
home. Abilities are exposed. Each person is set up to be the best he/she can be.
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Assess Each of the Following

Before
Certification

What we
did.

Front entrance of home:
•

Outside

•

Inside

Entrance to home area(s)
Smells:
•

Front areas

•

Home areas

Dining areas:
•

Contrasting colours (chairs, floors, tables)

•

Clothing protectors

•

Name plates

•

Roles

Wayfinding

Bathing area(s)
Toileting areas
Memory cues
•

Name badges

Roles and routines are in place for residents. There may be:
•

A job board

•

Memory supports to remind residents about jobs

Activities are available and accessible:
•

Staff help to create routines for activities
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The team works together
Staff understand & demonstrate they are a “Starter Button”
Themed areas connected to resident interests and abilities

Area of Focus

Current Situation – before
Certification

What we did.

Front entrance of home:
•

Outside

•

Inside
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Before

After

Smells
•

Identify smells as
one enters home
and in specific
locations such as
hallways, rooms
and dining areas.
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Before

What we did.

Dining area(s)
Discuss the following
components.
•

Contrasting colours
(chairs, floors,
tables)

•

Clothing protectors

•

Name plates

•

Roles

•

Other
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Before

After

Wayfinding
• Memory
supports to
find the way
• Memory
supports to
find things
• Memory
supports to do
things in the
right order
• Other
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Bathing area(s)

Before

After

Toileting areas
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Memory cues to connect
people
•

Name badges

•

Name plates on
dining tables

•

Memory books
and/or All About
Me

Before

After

Roles and routines are in
place for residents.
There may be:
•

A job boards

•

Memory supports
to remind residents
about jobs
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Discuss what you did to
create roles and routines.

Before

After

Activities are available and
accessible
•

Staff help to create
routines for
activities

•

At least 200
activities are
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available and
accessible
•

Activities are
available in private
spaces according
to NISA and WOW

•

Residents are
engaged with
activities

•

Staff take the lead

•

Staff take
responsibility for
engaging residents
in activities.

Before

After

The team works together
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Staff understand &
demonstrate they are a
“Starter Button”

Before

After

Themed areas connected
to resident interests and
abilities
Describe the themed areas
in the home or home area
and attach pictures.
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Discuss how your home or home area has connected the DementiAbility
Philosophy of care to its vision and mission. Discuss how you will continue to
support this philosophy of care, thus creating a sustainable change in practice. The
philosophy of care is presented below.

Discuss how the WOW Model has been incorporated into daily practice – and the
policies for your organization.

Discuss how you work as a team. Do you have a DementiAbiliy Committee?
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Please provide the following information
when submitting your Certification
report.

The DementiAbility Philosophy of Care
Changing the face of dementia – one step at a time!
The DementiAbility philosophy of care is both multi-disciplinary and person-centred. It
places emphasis on a “prepared environment” that enriches, engages and supports the
body, mind and spirit. A prepared environment includes the physical and psychosocial
environment (e.g. – a “familiar” look, smell and feel of home, with memory supports in
place, social connections and needs related to love and belonging fostered, routines
clearly identified and implemented, roles and responsibilities assigned and leisure
opportunities available and accessible according to needs, interests, strengths and
abilities).
The goal is to engage each and every person in all aspects of daily life, thereby enabling
abilities, engaging each person in a wide range of meaningful activities and helping
every individual to be the best he/she can be. The focus is on exposing abilities
according to needs, interests, preferences, habits, strengths and skills. In a prepared
environment:
• The environment is set up for success (with all memory and cognitive supports in place
and each location looking familiar and like its purpose).
• Each person lives with meaning and purpose.
• Independence is fostered.
• Each person feels he/she belongs and has the opportunity to give and receive love.
• Every individual makes meaningful contributions to his/her day/home/society.
• Self-esteem is enhanced.
• Staff, family and volunteers, working as a team, enables abilities, according to needs,
interests and skills of those in their care.
• Each person enjoys balanced living, including opportunities to engage body, mind and
spirit (including needs related to love, belonging and social connection).
The organization clearly articulates, and supports, the DementiAbility Philosophy of
Care, and connects it into its vision and mission statements. The team, staff, family and
volunteers work together to enhance, and expose, the abilities of those in their care.
The aim is to add quality of life to each and every day. Knowing that individuals with
dementia live in the moment, the goal is to make every moment count.
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Name:
Organization:
Address:
Email Address:
Phone:

Certification for Home or Home Area:
Please provide a list of the names and emails addresses of those who
participated in the Certification for Home/Home Area.
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When you have completed the requirements
and your final report, contact Gail Elliot at
gail.elliot@dementiability.com to set up a
time to conduct a visit and submit your final
report.
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